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Abstract: OBJECTIVE: To document the challenges that a Ph.D. candidate faces as
being a key producer of research in the field of cancer biology research including
intellectual property rights, day-to-day practices in implementing a PI's research
objective, and data management training for Ph.D. students in the sciences.
METHODS: The librarian conducted a semi-structured data interview of a Ph.D.
candidate from the biology department at a research institution. The archivist transcribed
the interview using a RDM planning instrument to categorize the RDM challenges. The
archivist authored a case narrative to highlight the challenges a Ph.D. candidate as a key
producer of research data in an organized study for use in a scientific research data
management curriculum.
RESULTS: The author identified procedures, processes, and priorities of the Ph.D.
candidate in looking for authorities on data management including the authorities of the
PI and the IT department over the library or research services. The researcher also
confused data publishing with paper publishing.
CONCLUSIONS: There are missed opportunities available for research data
management training when students join a lab or institute, and also when they practice
writing grants. The graduate research lifecycle model may not be as static as first
proposed. Language, when talking to researchers needs to be clear, authoritative, and
speak to their priorities.
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